
Robert Thompson’s 

Craftsmen Ltd.

lovingly crafted to endure
for generations





Our craftsmen hand finish all our products, from the well-
known and loved cheese boards to the large, bespoke pieces
of furniture for your dining room, bedroom or living spaces.
Our traditional range of furniture has a darker finish and
hand-forged wrought iron fittings. The contemporary range
(Millennium) is lighter in colour, with brushed stainless steel
hinges and handles. You choose the style and finish to suit
your living spaces.

What is it about wood that endures down the generations?
It might be the warmth, durability, polished surfaces or an
appreciation of the skill that created the piece. Whichever it is,
Robert Thompson ‘The Mouseman of Kilburn’ recognised the
relationship we have with wood and chose to work using only
the best English oak. Air-dried, the oak is shaped into the many
beautiful items shown in this brochure and every piece is still
finished with a hand carved mouse by our craftsmen,

using the same hand tools as Robert in the late nineteenth century.
We believe, as he did, in using the finest raw materials to create
a blend of traditional and modern products for your home today.
These will endure down the generations as Robert’s work has.





crafting

The finest English oak is air dried in our yard until reaching the maturity
required by our stringent standards to minamise any warping or
distortion. It is then carved into our extensive range, which you can get
a taste of in the next few pages. Contemporary and traditional pieces
are produced using time-honoured methods, which will become
treasured items for this and future generations to enjoy.
Our full range can be found at www.robertthompsons.co.uk.

Robert Thompson –
Mouseman of Kilburn
1876-1955 and the
16th century cottage
where he lived



living

CT040 CT030 CT050 CT080 CT090 CT010 TA150 MS010

GS150 GS200 GS190 GS180 GS240 GS170 GS160 GS140



MS080 GS070 GS060 GS050 GS040 BE210 BE230 BE190 BE180

GS130 GS120 CT190/CT200/CT180 CT120/CT100x2/CT110 CT150 CT160

resting



dining

CH040 CH050 CH080 CH100 CH120

TA110 MS070 TA140 CD070 CD030

CT140 CH010 CH020 CH030



MS030 DB040 DB030 DB020 DB060

GS080 GS090 GS030 MS100 GS110 MS110 GS100

Whether your house is large or small, a piece of
Thompson oak will sit comfortably with the
traditional or modern look. Consider our
contemporary range for a present-day feel or our
traditional furniture for a classic style.

creating



See the skill of our craftsmen firsthand in the workshop or Visitors’ Centre.
Feel the warmth and durability of our products for yourself in the Shop.
Enjoy our Yorkshire hospitality in the T Café. Learn more about the history of our
founder, Robert Thompson, in the Museum. Come and spend the day with us and
you will understand the love of wood that led Robert to create our company.
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Robert Thompson's Craftsmen Ltd.
Kilburn, York, North Yorkshire.
YO61 4AH England
T: +44 (0)1347 869100
F: +44 (0)1347 869103
info@robertthompsons.co.uk
www.robertthompsons.co.uk

Mouseman Visitor Centre
T: +44 (0)1347 869 102
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